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Syntactic priming in experiments

“The referee was
punched by one of the
fans”
PRIME

TARGET

The Vatican was struck by lightening ~ lightening struck the Vatican

Syntactic priming in natural speech

▪ Psycholinguistics: well established in experimental
psycholinguistics (e.g. Bock (1986), Bock and Loebell (1990) Branigan
et al. (2000), Branigan et al. (2006), Branigan et al. (2007), Pickering &
Garrod 2004)

▪ Corpus linguistics: Repetition effects, strikingly similar to
those found in experimental studies of syntactic priming
priming (e.g. Szmrecsanyi (2006), Gries (2005), Jaeger & Snider (2013))
▪ Sociolinguistics: Model both social & linguistic constraints
on syntactic variation; previous realisation of variable is
significant predictor of following realisation (e.g. Weiner and
Labov (1983), Poplack & Tagliamonte (1996), Travis (2007))

Extension to phonology
Conflicting evidence from sociophonetics
▪

Clark (2014) – th-fronting in
East-Central Scotland

▪

Statistically significant
repetition effect but needed to
be tested on larger/more
appropriate corpus

▪

Not designed with priming as a
research question

▪

Tamminga (2014) – repetition
effects in ING, T/D deletion &
DH-stopping in the Philadelphia
Neighbourhood Corpus

▪

“… persistence appears in a
generalized form across
instances of a variable only when
the variation is morphological. In
contrast, it does not appear in
variation that is the outcome of a
probabilistic phonological
process, except when the prime
and target are the same word.”
(Tamminga 2014: 76)

The UC QuakeBox Corpus
(Clark et al. 2016)

www.ceismic.org.nz
www.nzilbb.canterbury.ac.nz

The QuakeBox in transit

The QuakeBox at the Re:Start Mall

Stories recorded in audio & video
format

Collected stories from April-December 2012
8 different sites across the city
722 stories collected in 13 languages

Variation in medial /t/ in NZE

▪ Range of allophonic variation including [t],
[s], [d] and [ɾ]
▪ Following Hay & Foulkes (2016), these were
collapsed to T (voiceless) and D (voiced)
▪ 5087 tokens of word medial, intervocalic /t/
▪ 163 speakers

Analysis of variation in medial /t/

METHOD
Fit a mixed effects logistic regression model to the data using the lme4
package in R (Baayen et al 2008), speaker & word = random intercepts.

MODEL PREDICTORS
Dependent Variable: Realisation of medial /t/ as D

Independent Variables to check for priming
▪

Realisation of previous medial /t/ as D [REPETITION]

▪

Repetition of immediately preceding lexical item [LEXICAL
BOOST]

▪

Time difference between two consecutive instances of medial /t/
(log) [DECAY]

Other Independent Variables (control): Speaker’s gender, Speech rate
of the utterance, Speaker’s age, Repetition in word in discourse,
Inflectional affix juncture, Time into the interview (log)

Medial /t/ main findings
▪ Known effects continue to constrain (t): D (gender,
lexical frequency, speech rate, repetition of word in
discourse)
▪ Additional effects not previously known:
▪ Preceding variable realised as D favours D
[REPETITION]
▪ D more likely if preceding D is in same lexical
item [LEXICAL BOOST]
▪ D more likely the less time that occurs between
instances of medial (t): D [DECAY]

▪ NB: these effects remain even when 25% of
the least-variable speakers are removed

NZE short front vowel shift

Hay et al (2015)

Data for KIT priming

▪ 44667 KIT tokens extracted from LaBB-CAT
(same speakers as medial /t/ study)

▪ Automatically excluded outliers (tokens with F1
or F2 more than 2 SDs from that speaker’s
mean)
▪ Hand-checked any remaining deviant tokens
▪ Included many tokens that would normally be
excluded from sociophonetic data—unstressed tokens,
stop-words (e.g., is)—as speakers are primed by all
tokens, not just those that are convenient for us to
measure

▪ Final data set: 35310 KIT tokens

What’s the dependent variable?

Hay et al (2015): table showing separate F1 and F2 analyses of
NZE short front vowels

Vowel transformations

▪ To address the issue of F1~F2 covariance, we
assigned each token a single centralization
score (aka c-score)
▪ Labov et al 2013: measured raising & fronting of preconsonantal FACE along the ‘front diagonal’ of the
vowel space by using –2*F1 + F2

▪ We found that 0.39*F1 – F2 worked best
▪ 0.39 = mean of all speakers’ F1 SDs / mean of all
speakers’ F2 SDs
▪ C-scores standardized (z-scored) across the data
set

Vowel transformations

Vowel transformations

Vowel transformations

Analysis of variation in KIT

METHOD
Fit a mixed effects linear regression model to the data using the lmerTest package in
R (Kuznetsova et al 2012), speaker & word = random intercepts
MODEL PREDICTORS
Dependent Variable: CScore
Independent Variables to check for priming:
•

PrevCScore [REPETITION]

•

Vowel Last Mention: How long since the previous token? [DECAY]

•

Last Word Same Word: Are the current and previous tokens found in
(different instances of) the same word? [LEXICAL BOOST]

Other Independent Variables (control):
ING, vowel duration, speaker’s gender, utterance speech rate, preceding
and following place and manner
N.B. Numerous other predictors failed to sig. improve model

Model results: Main effects

▪ PrevCScore: A centralized previous token primes a
centralized current token [REPETITION]
▪ ING: -ing tokens are less central
▪ Vowel duration: Longer tokens are less central
▪ Utterance speech rate: Tokens in faster utterances are more
central

▪ Gender: Male speakers have lower c-scores (possibly bec.
males have lower F2 values due to longer vocal tracts)
▪ Various phonological environment effects

▪ Last word same word: Tokens are more central if the
previous token is found in the same word

Model results: Interactions

▪ Sig interaction effects with PrevCScore:
▪ ING: The effect of PrevCScore is diminished for –ing

▪ Vowel Last Mention: The effect of PrevCScore is
diminished the longer it’s been since the previous token
[DECAY]
▪ Utterance speech rate: The effect of PrevCScore is
diminished in faster utterances
▪ Last Word Same Word: The effect of PrevCScore is
enhanced if current and previous tokens are found in
different instances of the same word [LEXICAL
BOOST]

Summary of results

▪ The effect of PrevCScore, and the way this
effect is mitigated by factors like latency since
the previous token, are characteristic priminglike phenomena
▪ Intraspeaker priming exists for both medial (t),
a categorical variable, and KIT, a continuous
one
▪ A simple, transparent transformation of F1 & F2
can make it possible to analyze F1~F2
covariance with a single dependent measure

Implications

▪ Cognitive applications to sociolinguistics
▪ Contemporary accounts of sociolinguistic variation
attribute the speaker’s choice of variants to style
and identity-work
▪ This research indicates that automaticity is also at
work
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Thank you!
Questions?
lynn.clark@canterbury.ac.nz
daniel.villarreal@canterbury.ac.nz

Future directions

▪ How does vowel priming fit into the picture of
ongoing sound changes in NZE?

▪ Do some speakers self-prime more than others,
and is this consistent across phonological
priming phenomena?

